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ABSTRACT

XPS studies and first principles calculations compare Cu adsorption on heavily

hydroxylated sapphire {0001) with a dehydmqdated surface produced by k+ sputtering

followed by annealing in 02. Annealing a cleaned sapphire sample-with an 02 partial

pressure of-5x1(16 Torr removes most contaminants, but leaves a surface with --0.4ML

carbon and -0.4ML OH. Subsequent light (6 min.) Ar ion sputtering at 1 KeV reduces the

carbon to undetectable levels but does not dehydroxykte the surface. Further sputtering

at higher&ion excitation energies (>2 KeV) partially dehydroxylates the surface, while

5 KeV Ar ion sputtering creates oxygen vacancies in the surl%e region. Further

annealing in 02 repairs the oxygen vacancies in the top layers but those beneath the

surface remain. Deposition of Cu on the I@roxykted surfiwe at 300 K results in a

maximum CU(I)coverage of -U.35 ~ in agreement with theoretical predictions.
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Ma~mum CU(I)coverage at 300 K decreases with decreasing surface hydroxylation.

The results demonstrate that the degree of hydroxyl surface coverage critically tiects the

ability of Cu to “wet” sapphire(OOOl)at 300 K. In addition, first principles density

fictional calculations show that while an ad-OH species stabilizes CU(I)at room

temperature, any nearby in-stiace OH does the opposite.

*~mqi% authc kelberfijunt.edu

**Present address, Ford Research Company, Dearbo~ NH48121-2053

L Introduction

We report XPS studies which show that dehydro~lation of the ct-AlzO~(OOOl)

[sapphire@OOl)] surface, by Ar+sputtering pcior to CudepositioL inhibits the formation

of an initial CU(I)conformal adlayer and promotes the formation of metallic Cu clusters.

Furthermore, first principles calculations are used to study several varieties of “ ‘

hydroxylated surfaces and their affkct on Cu adsorption at different coverages.

The interaction of metal adatoms with oxide substrates is of broad scientific and

technological interest in areas such as heterogeneous catalysis microelectronics,

composite materials, and corrosion. A significant issue concerning the thermodynamics

of the metrdloxide interaction is the strength of adatom binding compared with binding in

two- or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) clusters on the oxide surfhce. For alumina surfh.ces,

theoretical calculations indicate that all isolated metal adatoms transfer significant
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charge to the oxide[l, 2]. If the resulting oxidized adatom is sufficiently bound, this then

results in layer-by-layer conformal growth of the rnetzd(Frank-van der Merve, ~ I
I

growth mode [3, 4]), at least for the first 1-3 layers @ranski-Krastanov, S)& mode [3, I
I

4]). A weaker intemction, on the other han~ would result in the formation of 3D metal [

. I
clusters (Vohner-Weber, VW, mode [3, 4]). An additional issue concerns the kinetics of

}
I

the deposition process. If the barriers for adatom diffiwion are sufficiently large I

compared with the sample temperature adatoms would be unable to diffhse to growing
I
~

metal islands and a metastable FM structure could thus result.
(

I

Cu/AIJl~ interactions are of particular interest not only because of the 1
I

technological relevance of this interface [5-7], but also because of inconsistencies in the

reported results [8-18]. Combined AES, EELS and LEED studies showed the SK mode

of Cu growth and CU(I) formation {-2A thick]oncwN2Q@001) {S-10], and XPS

studies yielded similar conclusions [11]. In addition, a cmformal overlayer of Cu on a

thermally grown A120~film on AI(I 11) was observed by AES and HREELS [12].

Another study of Cu interactions with a thermal Al#3~ film grown on polycrystalline Al “

indicated Cu-0 ionic bond formation at less than 0.5 ML Cu coverage [13]. In contrast,

some other studies of the CU/~-A1203(OOOl)interface indicated that the interaction

between Cu and the surface is weak, that Cu grows via the VW mode, and that metallic

particles form from the very early stages of the Cu deposition [15-19]. The growth of Cu

metallic clusters on ordered A.120~ultrathin fihns was also reported [14], and the ~

observed change of X-ray generated Cu@dM) Auger line shapes and Auger parameters
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with Cu coverage was explained as being the result of the final state screening effkct [14,

16, 18, 19] instead of reflecting different oxidation states.

The above inconsistencies suggest that Cu nucleation and growth on A1203is a

complex balance between various factors which are not necessarily well-controlled, even

in typical UHV environments. Early cluster calculations [20, 21] suggested that CU/A1203

should be a weakly interacting system (resulting in non-wetting and formation of 3D

metallic nuclei (VW growth) even at low Cu caverages). However, recent thick slab

calculations of metalhapphire interactions [1] and ubthin A1203film structure [2] have

demonstrated that very large relaxations occur in this system and these rekwation~ not

inch&d in the cluster studies [20, 21], are critical for a correct energetic description.

The above results have led to the present collaborative experimentrdltheoretical effort

[22] to understand “real workl” CU/A12C13interfaces.

In a previous study [22], we presented results from both density ftmctiomd large slab

calculations and experimental XPS which demonstrate that Cu will wet a hydmxykted

~-A1203(0001) @o@.47ML) surface at 300K. An initial CU(I)adlayer was observed

with a maximum coverage of -0.35ML (on a Cu/0 atom basis), in excellent agreement

with theory. At higher Cu coverages, a secon~ metallic Cu overlayer was observed to

form over the initial CU(I]adlayer. The calculations also indicated that

thermodynamically and kinetically Cu should not wet a dehydroxylated ct-Al@3 (0001)

surfhce at 300& and suggested that the results should be sui%ciedy general as to apply

to other metal/alumina systems.
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In this report, XPS data are presented which show that maximum Cu (I) coverage at

300 K decreases with decreasing OH surtkce coverage. Dehydmxykition is accomplished

by Ar+ ion bombardment, followed by annealing in a partial pressure of Q. Q (1}

formation on dehydroxylated sapphir40001) is inhibited at 300~ with CU(0) formation

and 3D (VW) growth preferred. These data demonstrate that the degree of surface

hydroxylation is indeed critical to the wetting behavior of Cu on the sapphire(OOOl)

surface. The data also substantiate the predictions [22] of large slab calculations of Cu

behavior on dehydroxykitedsapphire(OOOl).

The atomic-scale structure of the hydroxylated sapphire surface is in fact unknown.

However, its stability to over 1000K [22], which is not observed when a clean surfhce is

hydroxylated in vacuum using a water pkisma[23], suggests a crystalline form of

aluminum hydroxide or oxy-hydroxide, where the greater stability can be explained as

arising from a Madelung potential. In general, one can conceive of two types of surface

OH groups: ad-OH, which exist entirely above the .surfhce,and in-surface ON which are

contained within the stiace layer. In the case of water dissociation cmsapphire@OOl),

one would expect one of each type to be made[24], the in-surfhce species arising from

the reaction of H?_with an 02- ion. Here, using first principles slab calculations, we also

investigate how each type of OH species affkcts the binding of Cu adatoms and a layer of

Cu metal. .

Section II contains a description of experimental and theoretical methods. Results

are presented in section III, and a discussion is contained in section IV. Summary and

conclusions are presented in section V.
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IL Experimental and theoretical methods

Experiments were carried out i; a combined UHV analysishnagnetron sputter

deposition system which has been described previously [22]. To tolerate high gas

loading, the analysis and sputter deposition chambers were independently evacuated by

turbomolecular pumps. Pressures in both chambers (in the absence of plasma) were

monitored by nude ion gauges placed out of the line of sight from the sample. Base

pressures were’? x 10-10Torr in the analysis chamber and 2 x 10%Ton in the deposition

chamber. Typical working pressures were I-5x 10-9Torr in the analysis chamber and

4x10g -lxIO-’ Torr in the deposition chamber. Pressures during plasma induced sputter

deposition were monitored with a baratron gauge. A metal gate valve separated the two

chambers’when the sample was drawn out from analysis chamber to deposition chamber.

Chamber isolation during sample analysis is achieved with differentially pumped Teflon
.

seals against the polished double-walled manipulator rod.

The samples were 10x 10x 0.5 mm square slabs of ct-Al@~(Princeton Scientific)

with one (0001) face polished optically flat. The samples were cleaned by scmication in

iicetone, methanol and deionized water consecutively prior to being mounted on a

tantalum sample holder. The two tantalum leads of the sample holder were in contact

with a liquid nitrogen reservoir. A combination of liquid nitrogen cooling and resistive

heating of the sample holder permitted a variation of sample temperature between 130 K

6
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and 1200 K. Sample temperatures were monitored by a K-type thermocouple, spot-

welded at an edge of the sample holder and bent so that the junction was in contact with

the sample surface.

XP spectra were acquired using a VG1OOAXhemispherical sector analyzer

operated at a constant pass energy of 50 eV. Calibration of the analyzer energy scale was

carried out using sputter cleaned Cu and Au samples according to established

techniqws[25]. Mg KcxX-ray radiation was obtained from a commercial,

unmonochromatized source @hysical Electronics, PHI model 1427) operated at 15 kV

and 300 W. Software for data acquisition and analysis have been described previously

[26]. XPS spectra were acquired with the sample aligned normal to the analyzer lens axis

(normal incidence) and at 60° with respect to the normal incidence (grazing incidence).

The sapphire samples showed significant differential charging [27-31], which is common

in XPS studies of insulating materials. The details have been discussed elsewhere [22].

Briefly, the degree of charging for a given peak is a fhnction of the inelastic mean free

path (IMFP) and the take-off angle. Greater charging is observed for longer IMFP and

normal incidence. Correction for such differential charging is&ore problematic than that

for uniform charging, and this makes it difficult to obtain the exact binding energies. In

this paper, all the binding energies are reported without charging corrections.

Characterization of Cu oxidation states is based on X-ray excited Auger spectral line

shape instead of the absolute binding energies. The Cu Auger parameters (Al?) were

calculated according to the. following

1) AP = KE(Cu& + BE(Cu2&



2) KE(Cu& = hv - BE(iu&

where KE and BE are kinetic energy and binding energy respectively. Although Auger

parameters are insensitive to uniform charging, our results show that they are ailected by

differential charging. The APs reported in this paper are not comparable with literature

values. Again, our conclusions depend more on the CuMf line shapes than the absolute

AP values.

A sputter gun (physical Electronics, model 1427) in the analysis chamber was

operated by direct argon gas feed into the ionization chamber with a variable excitation

voltage of 1 – 5 KeV. The samples were first annealed to 1IOOKfor 1 hour in 5 x 106

Torr 02, then exposed to brief Ar+ bombardment (1 KeV) in order to remove adventitious

carbon. Prior to Cu depositio~ the samples were again annealed to 1100 K in 5 x 10%

Torr 02. Such a procedure is reported [23] to result in a sharp (1x1) hexagonal LEED

pattern. Our previous XPS results [22] show that after the above treatment, the

A1203(O001)surhce is carbon free but still substantially hydroxylated. Cu deposition was

carried out using a commercial water-cooled magnetron source (MiniMak) and an Argon

plasma with a partial pressure of 0.015 Torr. The deposition rate could be controlled by

adjusting the plasma power, and was shown to be @ghly reproducible. AH Cu

depositions reported in this paper were done at room temperature (-300 K).

The theoretical work used density functional theory [32 33] in the local density

approximation (LDA) [34, 35], as implemented in the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulations

Package (VASP) [36-38]. UltraSoft Vanderbih pseudopotentials [39, 40] accurately

R



replaced the core electrons at a plane wave cutoff of only 270 eV. Geometric relaxation

was made using a damped molecular dynamics algorithm, until all forces were less than

0,05 eV/~. The sapphire slab had six layers of the alumina unit cell, th~ having six

oxygen and twelve aluminum layers. The adsorbates were pl~ed on one side, with the

bottom three unit cell layers frozen in position at the bulk LDA geometry, which is within

0.2% of experiment. Because of long-range electrostatic interactions, the vacuum gap

between the vertically repeating slabs always exceeded 18&

IIL Results

A. Vlcinal and sputtered sapphire(OOOl)surfaces

Figure 1 shows a survey scan (normal incidence) for an initial sapphire sample, and

a scan after annealing to 1100 K for 1 hour in 5 x 10%‘Forr02. The samples were

initially covered by multi-layers of carbo~ which indicates that either the ultra-sonic

clean with acetone, methanol and deionized water was not enough to remove all the

carbon on the sample completely, or carbon containing species saturated the surface

immediately after cleaning. The annealing in oxygen significantly reduced the C(ls)

signal. However, the remaining 0.4 ML C (based on the C to O atomic ratio, see Figure

lb) was so stable that another hour of annealing in 02 could not fhrther reduce it. Ar+

sputtering at lKeV excitation energy and 25mA emission current for 6 minutes reduced

the remaining carbon to undetectable levels.
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The Opal ratio after various annealing and Ar+ sputtering treatments are

summarized in Table I. In all cases grazing incidence XPS gave a higher Opal

ratio, Since the average sampling depth for 60 degree grazing incidence is only a half of.

that for normal incidence, we conclude that there was oxygen enrichment on the surfhce.

Annealing at 1100 K for one hour in UHV or in 5 x 104 Torr 02 resulted in the same

0(1s) and Al(2p) spectra and Opal ratio. The 0(1s) and Al(2p) spectra are shown

in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. The 0(1s) spectra are well fit by two components

each with FWHM of 2.4 eV, a main peak and a minor peak at 1.3 eV higher binding

energy. In agreement ~th a previous report [11], the relative intensity of the high-energy

peak is increased at grazing incidence, which indicates that this component corresponds

to a surface speoies. Based on the known fact that the sapphire surfaces are difficult to

make hydrogen free [24, 41, 42], we attribute this peak to surfhce hydroxylation. The 1.3

eV difference between the OH and main 0(1s) features is in good agreement with

previous reports [11]. These OH groups were sufficiently stable that they could not be

removed either by another hour of annealing at 1100 K or by 6 minutes k+ sputtering at

1 KeV. The hydroxyl coverage was estimated to be -0.47 ML using a method discussed

previously [22]. &+ sputtering at 2 KeV for 10 minutes, on the other hand, was able to

reduce the OH component to about 2/3 of the original value. The Al(2p) spectra did not

change after 1 KeV or 2 KeV sputtering, and could be well fit by a single component.

Both the 0(1s) and Al(2p) spectra were stable upon subsequent annealing to 1100 Kin
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As shown in Table I, significant changes of the 0(1s) and Al(2p) spectra occurred

after 10 minutes Ar+ sputtering at 5 KeV followed by annealing in 02. The Opal

intensity ratio decreased by 10°Afor grazing incidence (from 6.4 to 5.8). Subsequent

annealing in 02 increased this ratio by 20A,indicating a reaction of 02 with the sputtered

surface. Sputtering caused both 0(1s) and Al(2p) spectra became wider (Figs. 2 and 3).

The OH component decreased to about a half of the initial value. Another component

appeared at a binding energy 1.1 eV lower than the main oxygen peak. The emergence of

this component coincided with the partial reduction of A13+,as shown in Figure 3(c) and

3(d). The metallic Al(2p) f=ture is more prominent in the normal incidence spectrum, its

contribution to the total Al(2p) area being about 210A,in contrastto 8°Ain the grazing

incidence case. This difference is an indication that the metallic Al on the surface was

oxidized during 02 annealing, while that beneath the surfhce remained. The low binding

energy 0(1s) peak also showed enrichment beneath the surface, and we assign it to the

oxygen bound to the partially reduced Al.

.

The above results show that Ar+ sputtering at energies higher than 2 KeV decreases

the surfhce hydroxyl concentration. The changes in the 0(1s) and Al(2p) spectra indicate

that oxygen vacancies were created by Ar+ sputtering. Subsequent annealing in 02 refills

the vacancies in the top layer(s), but a significant amount of partially reduced Al

remained beneath the surface. Any changes to surface topography, of course, cannot be

determined from the data.

B. Cu nucleation studies
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Copper deposition was performed on sapphire(OOOl)surfaces after different

treatments: (a) annealing in 02 only (60H= -0,47 ML); (b) 1 KeV Ar+ sputtering, then

annealing in 02 @~K= -0.47 ML); (c)2 KeV Ar+ sputtering, then annealing in Oz (eOH=

-0.31 ML); (d) 5 KeV Ar+ sputtering, then annealing in 02 (80H= -0.23 ML). The

deposition rate was controlled to be constant at 0.03 ML per minute. After every 2

minutes of deposition, the sample

used to monitor the growth of Cu.

was transferred to the analysis chamber and XPS was

The evolution of the X-ray excited CU(LMM) Auger

electron spectra with deposition time is shown in Figure 4. There are two distinguished

features with Al? (Auger parameter) values of 1843.9 and 1847.3 eV. Literature [43] AP

values for CU(I)and CU(II)are -1849.1 and 1851.3 eV respectively. The difference

between observed Auger parameters and literature values is attributed to differential

charging, as previously reported [22]. No shake-up satellite peaks that are characteristic

for CU(II)[11, 43, 44] were observed in the Cu(2p) spectra (Figure 5).

After annealing an as-received sample, the remaining 0.4 ML of C on the surface

apparently occupied some active sites and prevented CU(I)formation Fig. 4a]. Brief 1

KeV Ar+ sputtering resulted in a carbon flee surface. The Cu(2p)/O(ls) intensity ratio as

a fimction of Cu sputter deposition time are displayed in Fig. 6 for 1 KeV and 5 KeV

sputtered surfaces. Results obtained for the 2 KeV sputtered surface were intermediate

between the two cases shown, but are omitted in Fig. 6 for clarity. In all cases, the uptake

curve shows a sharp break which indicates the end of a conformal initial growth stage. A

comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 indicates that CU(I)is initially formed until subsequent

17



formation of Cu(0). The maximum coverages of Cu(I) are 0.35,0.24, and 0.12 ML for 1,

2, and 5 KeV Ar+ sputtered surfaces respectively (Table Q.

c. Theoretical studies

In Table III, we report the computed LDA binding energies (on a per atom basis) for

adsorbed Cu (oxidized adatoms at 1/3 ML coverage and metallic Cu at lML coverage) on

different surfaces. The following cases were considered: 1) a clean sapphire surface, 2)

clean plus 1/3 ML of ad-OH and 1/3 ML of in-surface-OH (as would be produced by the

dissociation of 1/3 ML of water [24], and 3) clean plus 1/3 ML of ad-OH. (See Fig. 7 for

a visualization of these species.) It is seen that the in-surface species (cf surfaces #2 and

#3) weakens the adatom binding to the point where it almost exactly counteracts the

strengthening affect of ad-OH (cf. #2 and #l). Indeed, the latter species sufficiently

strengthens adatom binding (cf. #3 and # 1) to: a) reverse the Bom-Haber cycle prediction

of not wetting the clean surface [22], and b) presumably pin the adatoms at room

temperature so diffhsion across the surfiace does not occur. Indeed, it would cost-3 eV

in energy for the adatom to separate from the ad-OH.

Finally, noting the strong increase in adatom binding that would occur on surface #2 if

the in-surface-OH would give up its hydroge~ we computed the energetic of the

reaction 2Cu(a) + 20H(a) + 20H(s) ~ 2Cu(a) -t-20H(a) + H2(g) +20(s), where ~ g, and

s stand for adsorbed, gas, and in-surface species, respectively. We find that it is

exothennic by 0.8 eV (LDA) for the presence of two Cu adatoms to cause the
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dissociation of neighboring in-surface OH and the evolution of hydrogen gas. However,

because LDA overbinds the hydrogen molecule to an unusual extent, it is likely that the

actual energy released would be less.

IV. Discussion

The data show that the extent of CU(I)formation on @UzOS(OOOl)at 300K

decreases with decreasing hydroxyl coverage. On a carbon free, substantially

hydroxylated surface (flo~ =-0.47 ML), deposited Cu grows conformably as CU(I) to a

maximum coverage of -0.35ML, in accord with theoretical predictions [22] of a

maximum coverage of 0.33ML, limited by CU(I)-CU(I) repulsion (Fig. 4b, Fig. 6).

Reducing the initial OH coverage reduces the corresponding maximum CU(I)coverage at

300K (Table II, Fig.6). This clearly demonstrates that the formation of Cu(I) at the

sapphire(OOOl)surfhce at 300K is due specifically to the interaction of Cu adatoms with

hydroxyl groups. These data therefore provide an explanation for the inconsistencies in

the literature concerning CU(I)observation [5-7] and also the reports of Cu wetting vs.

non-wetting of alumina surfaces [8-18]. A related interaction has been reported for Rh on

hydroxylated alumina thin films [7], where it has been suggested that ad-OH groups serve

to nucleate metal islands. While this claim has been supported by theoretical calculations

of metal dimer stability [45], the OH density in Ref. [7]was apparently much less than

,
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The nature of hydrcnqd gToupson sapphire@OOl) surfaces, and their thermal

stability, is itself a rnattm of some controversy. Several publications [23, 46] report that

all OH groups formed by the exposure of sapphire(OOO1) surfaces to water vapor in

vacuum are removed by heating to -600~ in agreement with studies on-alumina

powdered samples and thin films [47]. In contrast, ion scattering studies [41] indicate

that substantial surface hydroxylation cim persist even after heating above 1400K The

latter results are in accord with our previous results [22] and those reported here as, in

our experiments, surfkce hydroxylation was not removed by annealing in UHY to 1IOOK

At least part of the reason for this discrepancy maybe the possibility of several different

types of OH containing structures on a sapphire(OOOl)substrate. Supporting evidence for

this explanation derives from the different OH XPS binding energies observed when .

hydro~lation occurs by different means: When produced by exposure to water vapor

under UHV or high vacuum conditions, a binding energy -2.OeV higher than the main

0(1s] peak is found[48]. Exposure at near-atmospheric pressure results in a binding

energy only 1.7eV from the main 0(1s) feature, consistent with the formation of an

aluminum hydroxide phase [48]. The OH f-e observed in our studies displays a 1.3eV

shift from the main 0(1s) peak in agreement with a 1.4eV shift reported in a previous

XPS study [11]. In our case, su.ri%cehydroxylation is certainly due to exposure of the

sapphire surface to the atmosphere prior to introduction into the vacuum chamber, rather

than to the chamber ambient. In f~t, exposure of a dehydroxylated surface to the

ambient of either the UHV or sputter deposition chambers resulted in no significant

increase in surface hydroxyl coverage. The correspondence between the fature reported

here (1.3eV removed from the main peak), however, and that of the 1.7eV-shilled fmture
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previously reported [4$] as res&ing fimn high pressure water vapor exposures, cannot be

determined from the existing data.

The theoretical results. indicate that the. increased stability of CU(I) in the presence

ofad-OH is due to a deepening of the electrostatic well in which the oxidi~ positively

charged, Cu sits This is caused by the addition of a negatively charged lateral neighbor.

In contrast, the presence of a neighboring in-surface-OH reduces the binding compared

with the petiect surface, because a neighboring charge. is reduced from- –2 (an oxygen

ion) to - –1 (the OH). The calculations show, if a surfhce were saturated with even

amounts of both types of 0~ the net effect cmthe heat of adsorption’ of Cu adatoms

would be close to zero, in agreement with recent micmc.dorimetry experiments [49].

However, our calculations also indicate that ifCu were to be deposited on such a surface

the in-surfkce species could be depleted, because it is energetically favorable to

dissociate the in-surface speci~ releasing hydrogen ga~ and thus strongly increasing the

binding of nearby Cu adatoms.

The data do not reveal any loss in CM due to the Cu/C)Hinteraction. XPS spectra

taken after Cu deposition and after annealing(to induce Cu dewetting), show no

observable change of OH intensity, whereas a decrease in OH surface coverage is

observable after Ar+bombardment. The data therefore suggest that CU(I) formation is

not accompanied by OH decomposition. While the lack of resolution of the OH feature

in the 0(1s) spectra (e.g, Fig. 2) limits the definitiveness of such a conclpsio~ if ad-OH

and in-surface-OH were present incomparable numberg we could not explain the
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increase in ad-Cu binding necessary to permit CU(I)to be observed at room temperature

and be stable to > 1000K. We therefore suggest that the hydroxykted surface studied ‘

here is an aluminum my-hydroxide film cmsapphire consisting largely ofa close packed

plane of 02- (with a normal component of neighboring Al ions) but a substantial

coverage of ad-OH above that plane. Further structural details remain unknown.

v. Conclusion

.

Experimental studies have examined the effkcts of surface dehydro~lation on the

interactions at CU/&Al*03(OOOl)interface. The results indicate:

(1} Ar+sputtering at 2 KeV or higher resulted in dehydroxy%m of the surface;

(2) Ar+sputtering at 5 KeV creates oxygen vacancies in the surface region. Clnly

vacancies in the top layer(s) can recover by subsequent annealing in 02, while

those beneath the surfhce remain.

(3) Dehydro@ation of sapphire@OO})~esuhs in weaker overall Cu/A120~

interaction. Conformal growth of CU(I)stops earlier and formation of Cu(0)

clusters dominates thereafter.

(4) The hydroxylated.surface produced by atmospheric exposure contains ad-OH

groups which stabilize Cu adatoms, while in-surface OH groups, which

destabilize Cu adatorns, are absent or am a rninorityspecies.
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1

TABLES

Table I. Opal intensity ratio@ 0.1) after various treatment of the sapphire(OOOl)
surface. Ar+ sputtering time was 6 minutes for 1 KeV, and 10 minutes for 2 and 5 KeV.
Annealing was done at 1IOOKfor Ih with p02 = 5X10< Torr. Subsequent annealing in 02
after 1,2 KeV sputtering did not change the Opal intensity ratio.

Sampletreatment Initial Annealed Sputtered Sputtered Sputtered Sputtered at 5 KeV,
Sanwk in02 at 1 KeV at 2 KeV at5 KeV thii annealed in 02

Normal incidence 5.9 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.6 5.7

Grazing incidence 6.2 6.4 6,4 6.2 5.8 5.9

Table II. Cu coverage (ML) for maximum conformal CU(I)growth and for equal CU(I)and
Cu(0) intensity in Cu(LMM) spectra.

I

%npietrwment MTAr+qmtlmkg, lKeV Ar+qmttmhg 2KeV Ar+qmttmhg 5KeV Ar’ qmttdng
AnneaIing in 02 + annealing in 02 + annealhg”in 02 + annealing-in Oz

Conformal CU(I) 0.24 0.35 0.24 0.12

Table III. Cu adatom binding energies, in eV on a per atom basis, for different sapphire
(0001) surfaces. OH(a) is ad-0~ OH(s) is in-surface OH if present, all are at 1/3 ML.

Species Clean Clean+OH(a)+OH[s) Clean+t3H(a)

Cu U3ML 1.8 1.8 5.2

Cu ML 0.5 0.3 1.2

+.= b> 0.48 0.72 0.48 0.24
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(a) 0(1s) Initial
Normal Incidence

I I 1 1 I
-S48 -546 -544 -542 -540

Ic)O(lS) 5KeV

-546 -544 -542 -540 -538

Binding Energy (eV)

(b) 0(1s) Initial
Grazing Incidence

8 -5i6 -544 -542 -540 -5

(d) O(ls) 5KeV
Grazing Incidence

E

-546 -544 -542 -540 -538

Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 2. 0(1s) spectra (without charging correction) of initial and 5 KeV Ar+ sputtered
sapphire(OOOl)surface: (a) Initial, normal incidence; (b) Initial, grazing incidence; (c) 5 KeV
sputtered, normal incidence and (d) grazing incidence. The samples were all annealed in 5X 10-6

Torr 02 for 1 hour at 1100K before XPS analysis.
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‘1< (a) Al(2p) Initial

Normal Incidence

I I 1 I

-92 -90 -88 -86

(c) Al(2p) 5 KeV
Normal Incidence

t 1 1 1

-90 -88 -86 -84

Binding Energy (eV)

A
(b)Al(2p) Initial
Grazing Incidence

-92 “ -90 -88 -86 -84

(d) Al(2p) 5 KeV
Grazing Incidence

-90 -88 -i6 -84 -82

Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 3. AI(2P)spectra(without charging correction) of sapphire(OOOl):(a) Initial, normal
incidence; (b)Initial, grazing incidence; (c) 5 KeV sputiered, normal incidence and (d) grazing
incidence. The initial spectra are well fit by a single peak with FWHM of 2.2 eV. After 5 KeV
Ar+ sputtering a metallic Al peak appeared at 1.7eV lower binding energy than the main peak.
The percentage of Al(0) peak area (21.3% for normal incidence and 7.5% for grazing incidence)
showed that the Al(0) was located beneath the surface layer which itself was fully oxidized.
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Figure 5. Cu(2p)
shake-up satellite
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spectrumat Cu coverage of 0.06ML

-930

(based on Cu/O atomic ratio). No
peak that is characteristic of CU(II)was observed.
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Figure 6. Uptake curves of Cu on (a) 1 and (b) 5 KeV Ar~sputtered sapphire(OOOl).The breaks
coincided with the CU(LMM)line shape changes. The growth of CU(I)stopped much earlier in
the case of 5 KeV sputtered (and dehydroxylated)surface.
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In-Syface-OH Surface

ad:OH (above surface Al) .

Sapphire(OOOl),Showing Types of OH

Figure 7. The c+A120@101) surface showing an example of the in-surface a“d the ad-OH species.
The ad-OH prefers to sit directly above a surface Al ion, while the in-surface species tilts somewhat
to further separate the positive hydrogen region from the neighbotig Al sites.
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